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For Sudoku lovers, it doesnâ€™t get better than this: a year of full-color puzzles handcrafted by the

experts at Nikoli, the Japanese company that invented the game. The puzzles begin easy each

weekend and increase in difficulty over the course of the weekâ€”but all strike a perfect balance of

challenge, solvability, and addictive appeal. Because they are created by hand, not computer, every

puzzle is like matching wits with an expert who knows how to keep you engaged and entertained,

every step of the way. Itâ€™s the original Sudokuâ€”and still the best Sudoku.
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I've been buying one of these for years for my wife. Until this year, the pages were "loose leaf" and

you could do any day you wanted, then you simply put the ones you weren't using at the time back

in the holder. Now, they are bound with glue at the top and must be peeled away one at at time and

there is no place to put the ones you peeled off.

Each of the puzzles are excellent in and of themselves. Yet, I wonder if there should be less

variegation in them. Those like me who enjoy hard and evil puzzles are unimpressed by the easy

and medium ones; I simply toss them. Perhaps printing a few that are serially organized for

beginners as they improve might work. Otherwise, I've enjoyed them immensely.

The puzzles get harder as the week goes on. The weekends are the easiest, and then they get

progressively more challenging. I like the bright clean look of the puzzles. They are a nice size grid,

so you have space to put your possibilities and the paper is easy to erase on. It leaves a nice clean



space after erasures. Pencil shows up well on this grid. I've bought this brand for a few years now,

and will continue to do so.

I like the puzzles, but I'm disappointed that they changed the format to this cheaper mode. I had one

of these 2 years ago, and the pages were loose in a holder, so you could take the page out to do

the puzzle and then put it back for the rest of the day. This one uses the paper pad method, and it's

hard to write on an object this size when it's and inch above the table surface. Unfortunately, there

was no way to tell from the product description that this was the case.

We have been purchasing these for years. This year it arrived in a tablet form instead of loose leaf. I

guess it is cheaper to manufacture that way.Good exercise for my husband's 69 yr old brain.

I have been using this calendar for many years. The new "tear-off" format is extremely limiting in

functionality. Previously, you were able to work the day's puzzle then replace the calendar sheet for

today's date. Now you have the loose sheet for today's date in hand with no place to put it. Probably

will not purchase this calendar again. Puzzles are great but the calendar (which is what a person is

really buying) is not. Might as well buy a "normal" calendar and then choose from a myriad of

excellent puzzle books.

Helps me start my day on an "up" note. I normally do my newspaper puzzles and the daily page of

my Sudoku before leaving the kitchen in the morning. Helps put my brain in gear for the rest of the

day!

What happened to the "gallery style" calendar? No mention was made that it changed to "rip off"

style (appropriately named). Extremely disappointed with Workman Publishing and Page-a-Day.

Never again!
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